
Xtreme Dropsider  

$3870 

Description 

 
The Xtreme Dropsider is one of our most popular models. It suits 
all industries but especially mining, agriculture and earthmoving 
sectors where ‘on-vehicle’ storage for a wide range of tools is 
required. 
 
It is a large 1500mmL toolbox and is best suited to larger utes, 
light/medium trucks and heavy-duty trailers. 
 
The box features a double door design with a separately latched 
drop-down bottom door, which can act as a workbench, and a top 
door that encloses the unit securely with a 3-point locking 
mechanism and a single chrome pad-lockable swing handle for 
easy access. This design enables it to be a fully waterproof and 
dust-resistant unit.  
 
Internally, the box has 1.5 shelves with dividers and 3 storage hooks for keeping electrical cords, hoses, ropes etc free 
from tangling with your other gear. It features a large storage area with maximum accessibility thanks to the drop-
down door enabling you to fit larger items in the box. The storage area ranges in height from 540mm (under the half 
shelf) to 690mm.  
 
The internal lid hinge system is a unique Faber design that provides the utmost security for your tools whilst providing 
functionality and a streamlined external façade.  
 
Throughout the box are wiring access points to enable installation of lights and electrical. The rear of the box also has 
a mounting bracket for an Anderson plug or other fitting.  
 
The Xtreme Dropsider is part of the Faber Xtreme range and pairs well with the Xtreme Dropsider II or Xtreme 
Dropsider IV toolboxes for a complete solution.  
 
The Xtreme Dropsider is fabricated using 1.6mm ZINCANNEAL® and is designed for durability and security to suit 
Australian Conditions. It is covered by our 20-year on/off-road warranty. 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 
 
All Faber models are proudly Australian made in Narrabri NSW. 
info@fabertoolboxes.com.au | 02 6792 7210 |     @fabertoolboxes 



 
Full specifications 
 
Dimensions (mm): 1500L x 600W x 900H  
Tare Weight: 130kg  
Construction: 1.6mm mild steel with fully integrated folded base frame for strength  
Finish: Dual powdercoat including zinc rich primer. Choice of white, red or custom colour. 
Fixture: Multi-point concealed mounting lugs 
Security:  
- Chrome pad-lockable swing handle with 3-point locking mechanism 
- ‘Faber’ branded 40mm padlock 
- Faber designed unique internal lid hinge system with gas struts for security and functionality 
- Individual serial number for traceability 
Features:  
- 1.5 x divided shelves huck bolted (not welded) to the main body for extreme flexibility in off-road conditions 
- Large storage section for bulkier tools and equipment. Height ranges from 540 to 690mm 
- 3 x wall hooks  
- Electrical access points and rear mounting bracket for Anderson plug or other fitting 
- 2 x lid internal hinge gas struts 
- 2 x drop door gas struts  
- 1 x push-down locking latch for drop door (internal) 
- Waterproof and dust-resistant and built to withstand all Australian weather conditions 
- 20-year on/off-road warranty 
Extras: Faber welcome pack with Warranty card, pocket brochure and free collectable magnet and sticker. 
 

 

All Faber models are proudly Australian made in Narrabri NSW. 
info@fabertoolboxes.com.au | 02 6792 7210 |     @fabertoolboxes 


